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Exact Face-isoperimetric Inequalities
BELA BOLLOBAs AND IMRE LEADER
A d-dimensional face of the grid [k)" = {O, ... , k -1}" is a set of the form {x E [k)" :xi , =
at ... ,Xid = ad}' where 1 ~it < ... <id~n and a" ... ,ad E [k]. The main aim of this note is
to give a best possible upper bound for the number of d-dimensional faces contained in a
subset of [k)" of given cardinality, and thereby to prove a conjecture of Bollobas and Radcliffe.
1. INTRODUcnON
A face of the discrete cube ~(n) = ~({I, ... , n}) is a subset of the cube of the form
{A E ~(n): An B = C}. The dimension of the face is IBcl, where B C = {I, ... , n} - B.
Thus for example a I-dimensional face of the cube is simply an edge of the graph on
~(n) in which A is joined to B if IA f:" BI = 1. For d c ~(n), we write Fid) for the
set of d-dimensional faces contained in d. We often write Fj.(d) as e(d), the set
of edges spanned by d.
The well known edge-isoperimetric inequality of Harper [4-6], Bernstein [1] and
!tart [7] determi~es, for each m, the q~antity max{\e(d)l: dc~(n~, Idl=m~. In
order to state then result, define an ordenng on ~(n), the binary ordenng, by letting a
set P precede a set Q if max(P f:" Q) E Q. With this terminology, Harper, Bernstein
and Hart proved that, among set systems of given size, initial segments of the binary
ordering have the greatest number of spanned edges (see [2, Ch. 16] for a discussion of
this and related topics).
Bollobas and Radcliffe [3] considered the analogous question for faces of dimension
d. They proved that initial segments of the binary order are still best. To be more
precise, they proved that, for every d, initial segments of the binary order maximise
Wid)1 among set systems d of given cardinality.
Bollobas and Radcliffe also considered a similar question in the grid [kt = [k] X
... x [k], where [k] = {O, 1, ... , k - I}. A d-dimensional face of the grid is a set of
the form
{(aI' ... , an) E [kt: a; = b, for all i E B},
where each b, E [k] and IBI = n - d. As for the cube, we write Fd(A) for the set of
d-dimensional faces contained in A.
Define an ordering on [k]n, the facial ordering, by letting a = (aI, ... , an) precede
b = (b I , ... , bn) iffor some x E [k] we have {i i a, = x} > {i: b, = x} in the binary order
on ~(n), with {i:a;=y}={i:b;=y} for all y<x. Bollobas and Radcliffe [3]
conjectured that initial segments of the facial order on [k]n maximise IFd(A)1 among
sets A of fixed size. They proved this result for IAI = k" - an, a E [k].
Our main aim in this note is to prove the conjecture of Bollobas and Radcliffe. Our
methods are based on compression operators. We also obtain simple proofs of the
edge-isoperimetric inequality of Harper, Bernstein and Hart and the cube face-
isoperimetric inequality of Bollobas and Radcliffe. We shall also give a useful
approximate form of the the inequality of Harper, Bernstein and Hart.
We shall need a small amount of notation. For a set system d c ~(n), and 10;; i 0;; n,
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the i-sections of .71 are the set systems on {I, ... ,n} - {i} given by
.71i- = {.71 E gj>({I, .. . , n} - {i}): A Ed},
.71i+ = {A E gj>({I, ... , n} - {i}): AU {i} Ed}.
We can define the binary ordering on gj>(X) whenever X is (totally) ordered-again, P
precedes Q if max(P 6. Q) E Q. It is easy to see that if .71 is an initial segment of the
binary order on gj>(n) then both .71i- and .71i+ are initial segments of the binary order
on gj>({I, . . . , n} - {i}).
We use a similar notation in the grid. Let A be a subset of [kr. For 1:s;; i:s;; nand
x E [k], the i-section of A at x is the set
Ailx = {Cal> ... , ai-I, ai+V ... , an) En [k]: (alt . . . , ai-V x, ai+V ... , an)EA}.
i*i
As with the binary order, we may define the facial order on II;ex[k] for any ordered
set X. It is easy to see that if A is an initial segment of the facial order on [kr then
each i-section of A is an initial segment of IIi*i [k].
We extend all the above terminology to subsets of the more general grid
[kd x ... X [kn ], where we do not necessarily have k l = ... = k.;
2. FACE-ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES IN THE CUBE
We shall start by giving a rather short proof of the theorem of Harper [4-6],
Bernstein [1] and Hart [7]. Our main tool will be the notion of an i-compression, which
we now describe.
For any .71 c gj>(n) and 1:s;; i :s;; n, we define a system Ci(.71) c gj>(n), the i-
compression of .71, by giving its i-sections:
Ci(.71)i+ = .1(i)(I.71i+I), Ci(.71)i- = .1(i)(I.71i_I),
where .1(i}(a) denotes the set of the first a elements in the binary order on
gj>({I, ... , n} - {i}). In other words, C, 'compresses' each i-section of .71 into the
binary order. We say that .71 is i-compressed if C;(.71) =.71. Thus, for example, an initial
segment of the binary order on gj>(n) is i-compressed for every i.
A natural question to ask is whether a set system that is i-compressed for all i is
necessarily an initial segment of the binary order. A moment's thought shows that this
is certainly not the case. Indeed, a suitable example for n = 3 is the set system {0, {I},
{2}, {3}}.
It is a rather remarkable and fortunate fact that this is essentially the unique such
example.
LEMMA 1. Let.71 c gj>(n) be i-compressed for all i. Then either .71 is an initial
segment of the binary order on gj>(n) or else .71 = gj>(n -1) - {{I, ... , n - In U {{n [}.
PROOF. Suppose that .71 is not an initial segment of the binary order on gj>(n). Then
there are sets A, B E gj>(n) with A Ed, B f.71, and B < A in the binary order. For any
i, we cannot have i E A, B or i fA, B, since .71 is i-compressed. It follows that A = BC •
Thus, for any A Ed, there is at most one B <A such that B f.71, namely A C , and
similarly, for any B f.71, there is at most one A > B such that A Ed. Taking A to be
the last set in .71, and B to be the first set not in .71, it follows immediately that
.71= {CE gj>(n ): C:s;;A}-{B}, with B the immediate predecessor of A and B=AC •
However, this can only happen when B = {I, ... ,n -I} and A = {n}: indeed, this is
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the only occasion when two adjacent sets in the binary ordering include n in their
symmetric difference. 0
Armed with Lemma 1, we are now ready to prove the theorem of Harper, Bernstein
and Hart which gives the best possible edge-isoperirnetric inequality in the cube.
THEOREM 2. Let ss c: 9Jl(n), and let .1' be the set of the first 1.st1.1 elements in the binary
order on 9Jl(n). Then le(.st1.) I:0;; le(.1')I .
PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. As the result is trivial for n = 1, we turn to
the induction step. We first wish to show that for any .st1. E :lJ(n) , and any 1:0;; i :0;; n, we
have le(.st1.)I:o;; le(C;(.st1.»I ; in other words that an i-compression does not decrease the
number of induced edges.
For convenience, write 9(l for Ci(.st1. ). We have
and
le(9(l)1 = le(9(li+)1 + le(9(li-)1 + 19(1i+ n 9(li-l.
Now, by the induction hypothesis, we have le(.st1.i+)I:O;; le(9(li+)1 and le(.st1.i-)I:O;; le(9(li-)I .
Moreover, as the systems 9(li+ and 9(li- are nested, we also have l.st1.i+n .st1.i_I:o;; 19(1i+ n
9(li-l. It follows that le(.st1.)I:o;; le(9(l)I , as required.
Define a sequence of set systems .st1.0'.st1.lI . . . as follows . Set .st1.o =.st1.. Having
defined .st1.o, . .. , .st1.k , if .st1.k is i-compressed for all i then stop the sequence with .st1.k •
Otherwise, there is an i for which .st1.k is not i-compressed. Set .st1.k+ 1 = Ci(.st1.k ) , and
continue inductively.
This sequence has to end in some .st1.f , because, loosely speaking, if an operator C,
moves a set then it moves it to a set which is earlier in the binary order on :lJ(n). More
precisely, if .st1.k"* Ci(.st1.k ) then EA Edk E j EA 2/> EAEC,(dk) E j EA 2/. The set system .st1.' =
.st1., satisfies 1.st1.'1 = 1.st1.1 and le(.st1.')1 ~ le(.st1.)I , and is i-compressed for every i. It follows
by Lemma 1 that either .st1.' is an initial segment of the binary order on :lJ(n) or
.st1.' = :lJ(n - 1) - {{1, ... , n -1}} U {{n}}. Thus, to complete the proof, it remains
only to observe that in the latter case we have le(.st1.')!:o;; le(:lJ(n -1»1. 0
In applications, the exact bound coming from Theorem 2 is rather unwieldy. It is of
some interest that it is possible, with far less work, to prove an approximate form of
Theorem 2. The approximation is exact when 1.st1.1 is a power of 2. In what follows, all
logarithms are to base 2.
THEOREM 3. Let ss c: :lJ(n) , with .st1."* 0. Then le(.st1.)1 :o;;! 1.st1.llog 1.st1.1.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. As the result is trivial for n = 1, we turn to
the induction step. By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that .st1.n+ , .st1.n-"* 0.
Write x for l.st1.n -1and y for l.st1.n+l , where without loss of generality we may take x ~ y .
Then, again by the induction hypothesis, we have le(.st1.)I:O;;!x logx +!y logy + y. Thus
to complete the proof we need only show that for any x ~ y we have
x log x + Y log y + 2y :0;; (x + y)log(x + y) .
When x =y we have x logx + Y logy + 2y = (x + y)log(x + y) . Also,
a
- (x log x + y logy + 2y) = log e + log x ,
ax
(1)
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a
- ((x + y)log(x +y» = log e + log(x + y),
ax
a a
ax (x logx +Y logy + 2y) ~ ax ((x + y)log(x + y».
This establishes (1). o
We now tum our attention from edge-isoperimetric inequalities to the more general
face-isoperimetric inequalities. We first consider the exact face-isoperimetric inequality
in the cube that was proved by Bollobas and Radcliffe [3]. We shall use compressions
and Lemma 1 to give a very short proof of this result.
THEOREM 4. Let silc @>(n), and let .1 be the set of the first lsill elements in the binary
order on @>(n). Then for every d we have lFisil)1 ~ lFi.1)I.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. As the result is trivial for n = 1, we tum to
the induction step. We first wish to show that for any silc @>(n), and any 1~ i ~ n, we
have lFisil) I~ lFiC;(sil»I·
Write @ for C;(sil). We have
IFd(sil)1 = lFisilj+)1 + lFisil;_)1+ IFd-l(silj+ n sil;_)I,
and a similar relation holds with @ in place of sil. Now, by the induction hypothesis, we
have lFisilj+)1 ~ IFd(@j+)1 and lFisil;_)1 ~ IFd(@;_)\ . Also, since the systems @;+ and
@;_ are nested, we have lsilj+ n sil;_1 ~ I@j+ n @;_I, whence, again by the induction
hypothesis, we have IFd- 1(sil;+ n sil;_)1 ~ IFd-l(@;+ n @;_)I. It follows that IFd(sil)1 ~
IFd(@)I, as required.
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can now find a set system sil', satisfying
lsil/l = lsill and lFisil')1 ;;;.IFd(sil)l, such that sil' is i-compressed for all i. Thus, by
Lemma 1, it remains only to observe that we have
lFi@>(n - 1) - {{I , ... , n -I}} U {{n}})1 ~ IFd(@>(n - 1»1. o
3. AN EXACT FACE.ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY IN THE GRID
We now move from the cube to the grid: our aim is to give a proof of the conjecture
of Bollobas and Radcliffe [3] that initial segments of the facial order on [kr enclose the
greatest number of d-dimensional faces, for any d. It turns out that it is not enough to
consider merely grids with all side-lengths equal: we have to consider grids IT [k;],
where the k, are not all equal. As before, our main tool will be the notion of
compression.
For any A cIT [k;] and 1~ i ~ n, we define a set C;(A) cIT [k;], the i-compression of
A, by giving its i-sections:
C;(A);lx = j(i)(IA;!xl), x E [k;],
where j(i)(a) denotes the set of the first a elements in the facial order on ITr..;[kj ] . In
other words, C; 'compresses' each i-section of A into the facial order. We say that A is
i-compressed if C;(A) = A. Thus, for example, an initial segment of the facial order on
IT [k;] is i-compressed for every i.
What can we say about a set that is i-compressed for all i? The following rather
crude lemma is sufficient for our purposes, although, of course, a much finer result,
similar to Lemma 1, could also be proved.
or
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LEMMA 5. Let n ~ 3, and let A en [k;} be i-compressed for all i. Then either
n-l
A =:l IT [k;} x {O}
;=1
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(*)
A c CD: [k;] x {O})U {(x, 0, ... ,0, 1): O~x <k, -I}
U{(0, ... ,0,x):2~x~kn-l}. (**)
PROOF. Suppose that A =P n?~/ [k;] x {O}. Then, as A is n-compressed, we must
have (k 1 - 1, . . . , kn - 1 - 1, 0) rt A . The fact that A is I-compressed implies that
(k1-l, 0, . . . ,0,1) rtA, and so Anl 1 c {(x, 0, ... , 0): O~x <k, -I}.
We cannot have (1,0, .. . ,0,x)eA for any x~2, as this would imply (k 1 -
1, 0, , 0, 1) eA. Thus, for each x ~ 2, we must have either Anlx= 0 or Anlx=
{(O, 0, , On. 0
We are now ready to prove the exact face-isoperimetric inequality in the grid. As
mentioned above, to do this we need to consider more grids than simply those of the
form [kr: we shall consider those of the form n [k;], where k 1 ~ ••• ~ k.;~ k 1 + 1.
THEOREM 6. Let A en [k;), where k, ~ ... ~ k; ~ k, + 1, and let I be the set of the
first IAI elements in the facial order on Il [k;]. Then for every d we have JFiA) I~
JFiI)I·
PROOF. We proceed by induction on n + ~ k.. The result is trivial for n = 1, but we
shall start by proving the result in the case n =2. When n =2, the only non-trivial case
is d = 1. Let P = IAllkt-ll and q = IA2Ik,- t1 , so that JFl(A)I=p + q. Then IAI ~ kIP +
k 2q - pq. It follows by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality that IFl(A)1 ~ IFl(I)I,
as required.
We now turn our attention to the induction step. If k, =1 then JFiA) I= IFd(A110)1 +
JFd-l(A1Io)l , so by the induction hypothesis we may assume that k, ~2.
We wish to show that for any A cIT [k;], and any 1~ i ~ n, we have JFd(A)1 ~
IFd(C;(A)I. For convenience, write B for C;(A). We have
JFiA) I= 2: JFiA;lx) I+ IFd- 1( n A;lx)l,
xe[k/I xe[k/l
and a similar relation holds with B in place of A. Now, by the induction hypothesis we
have JFiA;lx)1 ~ JFiB;lx) I for all x e [k;}. Also, since the sets B;lx, x e [k;] are nested,
~h~ .
In ., ~ In B;lxl,xe[ktl xe[k/I
whence, again by the induction hypothesis, it follows that
IFd - 1( n AiIX ) I~ IFd - 1( n BiIX ) I·xe[k,1 xe[k,1
Thus JFiA) I~ JFiB)I, as required.
Just as in the proof of Theorem 2, because the compressions 'move' points to earlier
points in the facial order, we can now find a set A' cIT [k;}, satisfying lA'I= IAI and
IFd(A')1 ~ JFiA)I, which is i-compressed for all i. Thus, by Lemma 5, either (*) or (**)
holds, with A' in place of A. We claim that in fact, for any set A cIT [k;} satisfying (*)
or (**), we have JFiA)1 ~ IFd(I)I, where I denotes the set of the first IAI points in the
facial order on n [k;}. This will complete the proof. We distinguish two cases.
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(a) Suppose first that A satisfies (*). For any set Ben [k;] with B => n7,,:l [k;] x {O},
define a set jj c [kn - 1] x n7~l [k;] by
jj = {(ai, ... , an) E [kn -1] x }}: [k;}: (a2' ... , an, al + 1) E B}.
Then lFiB) I= IFd(n7~l [k;] x {O}l)1 + IFd(B)I. Thus we need to show that lFiA) I :s;;
lFii)l.
Now, the order on [kn - 1] x n7~l [k;] in which (ai, . . . , an) precedes (b l , ••• , bn)
iff (a2, ... , an, al + 1) < (b2, . . . , b., bl + 1) in the facial order on n [k;] is precisely
the facial order on [kn - 1] x n7~l [k;], and hence j is an initial segment of the facial
order on [kn -1] x n7~l [k;]. Moreover, we have k; - 1:s;; k, :s;; kn- 1 :s;; (kn -1) + 1, and
so the inductive hypothesis gives lFiA)1 :s;; lFii)l. It follows that Ifd(A)1 :s;; IFd(I)I.
(b) Suppose now that A satisfies (""). We first wish to show that we may assume
that all the d-dimensional faces of A are contained in n7~l [k;] x {O}. Indeed, if d ~ 2
then no point of the form (x" 0, ... , 0, 1), O:S;;x < k, - 1 or (0, ... ,0, x), 2:s;;x:S;;
k; -1 is in a d-dimensional face of A. If d = 1, then the only d-dimensional face of A
which might not be contained in n7~l [k;] x {O} is the face {(O, ... ,0, x): x E [knD.
However, if this is a face of A then, by replacing a subset of A of the form
{(O, ... ,0, x): x > y} with a suitable subset of n7~l [k;] x {O}, we obtain a set A', with
IA'I = IAI and lFiA')1 ~ IFiA)I, such that either A' satisfies (*) or {(O,... ,0, x): x E
[knD is not a face of A'.
So, for d ~ 1, we may assume that all the d-dimensional faces of A are contained in
n7~l [k;] x {O}, and hence we may also assume that A c n7~l [k;] x {O}. But then
lFiA) I :s;; lFiI)1 by the induction hypothesis. D
In particular, we have the result conjectured by Bollobas and Radcliffe.
COROLLARY 7. Let A c [k]n, and let I be the set of the first IA I elements in the facial
order on [kr. Then for every d we have lFiA)I:s;; IFd(J)I. D
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